1 London, SCM, 1977. 2 Paul and Palestinian Judaism, p. 3. 3 Ferdinand Weber, Jüdische Theologie auf Grund des Talmud und verwandter Schriften (Dörfling & Franke: Leipzig, 2nd ed., 1887) . 4 Paul and Palestinian Judaism, p. 3. The significance of Weber's view is that his formulation of the supposed antithesis between Paul's thought and that of Judaism as "faith versus legalism" provided a (too) neat either/or formulation that encourages a stereotypical representation of Part of the problem of the easy acceptance of an antithesis between Paul and Judaism is that the latter is facilitated by what might be termed a simplistic view of religions as being capable of being described or represented by their essence. Thus for Bultmann it is a description of the essence of Judaism that enables a direct contrast between this and the essence of Paulinism.5 Sanders seeks to avoid this over-simplification by comparing entire religious systems with one another (rather than artificially comparing essences or de-contextualized motifs of religions). Thus Paul's faith is regarded as a religion in its own right.6 However, while not denying the validity and usefulness of what Sanders has achieved by this carefully executed methodology, there may be residual issues concerning Paul's own perceived adherence to Judaism while being investigated as representative of an alternative pattern of religion. Does this ongoing adherence somehow facilitate what, to some scholars at least, seems a surprising conclusion that Paul does not, after all, fall as might have been anticipated within the category of covenantal nomism but rather of "participationist eschatology"?7 If Paul were regarded as leading a reform movement within Judaism, might this not have led to a differing conclusion?8
However, for the purpose of this essay, we have taken Sanders as our starting point in order to set the scene for discussing some of the crucial issues with which he had to deal in his comparison between Paul's pattern of religion and that of Palestinian Judaism. In the succeeding discussion we will consider both Judaism and Paul. It is also significant that a faith/works dichotomy similarly represents the two religions in terms of essences! 5 See Sanders, Paul and Palestinian Judaism, p. 9. 6 "What is clearly desirable, then, is to compare an entire religion, parts and all, with an entire religion, parts and all;" Paul and Palestinian Judaism, p. 16. Sanders elaborates as follows: "by 'pattern of religion,' I do not mean an entire historical religion-all of Christianity, Judaism, Islam, Buddhism and the like-but only a given, more or less homogeneous, entity. For our purposes, 'Paulinism' is a religion." "A pattern of religion, defined positively, is the description of how a religion is perceived by its adherents to function. . . how getting in and staying in are understood; the way in which a religion is understood to admit and retain members is considered to be the way it 'functions.' " (p. 17).
